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REVERSE SPRING BACK: A CU RIOUS MANI FESTATION 
OF T HERMOELASTICITY 

T. w. OUERIG and J. ALBRECHT 
Brown, Sovcr; Rese:lfCh Center. CH·4S05 Baden. Switzerland 

(R('("fiud 4 ilJnuarp 1983) 

Abslratt-A new and rather untllp«ted phenomenon has been OMeTved in the shape memory alloy, 
Cu- AI-Ni: a strip, having previously been plastically deformed, springs spontaneously to an even ,reater 
deformation strain when the deforming forces are removed-a reverse, elastic springback, oppo,i te in 
direct ion to the expected movement. The effect is produced by coolinS through Mil (the temperature at 
whkh martensi te can first be stress induced) while constraining the material in the deformation geometry. 
The effect is caused by a transformation momentum: the martensitic transformation, having been oriented 
in the early stages by the constraining forces, continues to transfonn in the same biased manner, even 
after the constraining geometry has been fully achieved and the constraining st ress relaxed. 

Rtsumt-Un nouveau et inattendu fenomene a etc observe dans l'al1iage. effets de memoire, Cu-AI- Ni: 
une tranche, q ui ayait ete prblablement defonnee plastiquement, retoume spontancment 'len une plus 
grunde deformation quand les fortes appliquees sont enlevees-un retour elaslique inverse. en direction 
opposee au mouvement qu'on pourrai t s'attendee. On produit eet effet en refroidissant a travers Mil (I. 
lemperature a laquel1e la martensite peut pour la premiere fois etre produite par des contraintes) pendant 
qu'on retient Ie materiel dans 1& geometric deform«. L'effet se doi t i un elan de transformation: la 
transformation martensitique, ayant etc orientee au commencement par Ies forces retenantes, continue sa 
transformation orienlte meme apres la geometrie retenue avoir etc complttement achevce el al contrainte 
imposet reluce. 

Zunmmenfassung-Ein neues, unerwartt tes Phinomen wurde in der Fonngediehtnislegierung CuAINi 
beobachtel: ein yorher plutisch verformler Streiren springt nach Entlastung spontan zurOck %U einem 
Radius, der einer grOsseren Dehnung als der ursprunglich eingebrachlen enlspricht-ein umsekehrtes, 
ell$tisches Zuriickfedem in einer Richlung, die der erwarteten Bewegung entgegengesetzt ist. Ocr Effekt 
wird verursacht durch P8ssieren der Mr Temper81ur !>tim Abkiihlen (der Temperatur, bei der die 
MartCDsitbildung dUTCh Anlegcn einer Spannung induzien werden hnn), wobei der Probek6rper in 
scinem urspriinglichen, vcrforrnttn Zusland (estgthalten wird. Ocr Effekl wird verursacht dureh die 
Ireibende Kraft der Phasenumwandlun,; die Martensitbildunll, durch die einwirkende Bussere Kraft in 
eine bevorzugte Orienlierung IClwungen, Sttzt sith in der gleithen Vorzugsorientierung fort, selbst 
nathdem die erzwunsene Geometrle erreicht iSI und $Omit die orientierungsbestimmenden Spannungen 
dadureh abgeoout sind. 

INTRODUCTION 

If one were 10 plastically bend an initially flat strip \0 
some well-defined curvature, one would naturally 
expect an elastic springback, or parlial stmighlening, 
to occur when the bending load is released. But 
imagi ne instead a material that spon tancously bends 
to an even tighter curvature when released-i n es· 
sence, a "reverse springback" . The implication would 
seemingly be that the o riginal total deformation is 
partitioned into the usual plastic and elastic parts, 
but wi th a plaslic conlribUlion greater than the total, 
lind an e!;lSIic contribution of a negative sensc. Such 
a situat ion may be di fficul t to rationalize, but is 
nevertheless exactly what is observed in eu- AI- Ni 
strips cooled from the austenitic state through M~ 

while constr.tined in the deformed geomclTy. 
As will be shown, Ihe reverse springback cffect is 

qui te smaiL but can be arrived at through several 
different routes. Although the effect is of no apparent 
practical value, it is undoubtedly of some scienti ffc 

value in thc sense that it demonstrates some inter
esting new characteristics of Ihermoelastic trans
formations. The purpose of this paper is lint to 
present evidence for the effect, and then to propose 
a qua litative mechanism fo r its occurrence. As will be 
seen, the effect can be explained in terms of a 
transformation momentum argument; that is, by 
considering that the stress-dirttted austenite-to
martensite transformation continues transforming in 
a biased manner even though the stress originally 
responsible for the transformation biasing is com
pletel) removed. 

The Cu- AI-Ni alloy 

The material used in this study contained, by 
weight, 14.2% Al and 3.3% Ni. This particular alloy 
was originally developed for high temperature shape 
memory applications (I), and was produced by blend
ing, cold compacting, sinte ring, and hot rolling three 
pre-alloyed powders of different composition. The 
powder manufacturing route was chosen to enhance 
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Table L Tensile properties of Cu-Al- Ni powder alloy 

Temper-uurc 
(0) 

20 
200 

Yield 
Slrcngth 
(MPa) 

520 
480 

Ultimalc 
tensile 

Slrength 
(MPa) 

900 
>30 

Elongation to 
fllilufC 

6.0 
7.0 

the ductility of thc alloy. which is rathcr brinle in the 
cast condition. The tensile properties of the alloy at 
bolh room lemperaturt and at 200 C :are shown in 
Table I. 

The alloy naturally exhibits a powerful one-w:ay 
sh:ape memory effect and essemi:a lly no tWO-Wlly. or 
reverse, effect (as is typical of p-brass memory al
loys): a two-way effect can be induced. howe\'er. by 
inhomogeneously precipitating a b •• inite laycr (I ). 
The transformation temperatures of Ihe alloy art 
quite sensitive 10 aluminium content: the Ira ns
format ion temperatures of the alloy used in this 
particular study wert: A, "" 90_ A,-95. AI, '" 75 and 
101, = 70' C. 

The structures of Ihe Cu- AI- Ni alloy system art 
complex, but have rcecnlly been siudied in depth 
12-4}. Briefly. the austenit ic phase. denoted PI' has 
the ordered DO) structure. and decomposes mar
tensilically on cooling to anyone of:l number of 
ma rtensite structures. depending upon the tern-

Fig. 1. Compression ~ .. ge used to measure conSirmnm, 
forces at different temperatures: the crosshcad (a). com
plUSion rod passing through the ermshead (b). compression 
toile allached to the crosshcad (c). thermocouple (d). bend
inl dies and specimen (c). oil bath (f). and hot plate (I). 

perature, stress-state. and exact composition of the 
alloy: all of Ihe martensite structures-p; (l8R), P~ 
(M 18R). y; PH). and «; (6R}-can be constructed 
by different stacking sequences of the ( I I O)fJl planes. 

EXPERIM Er-.'TAL 

Hot rolled strips of 2.5 mm thickness and 2.5 mm 
width were solution treated at 9()(fC fo r 30 min, 
waler quenched, and then deformed between steel 
dies of various accurately defined curvatures; to 
correct for the specimen thickness. the concave dies 
had radii o f curvalure 2.5 mm larger than the convex. 
In mosl cases the pressing loads were applied using 
a specially designed pai r of pliers, similar in construc
tion to vice-grips. With this arrangement. pressing 
could be done in various media. sitch as hot oil or 
molten salt. 

A few specimens were deformed in a mechanical 
screw Jnstron tensile tcsting machine. The objective, 
in these cases, was to deform to some fixed curvature, 
and then to measure the force necessary to constrai n 
the specimen in that fixed geometry during heating 
and cooling cycles. The fixturing arrangement used 
for these testS is shown in Fig. I. The chief advan
tages of using such a compression cage are thllt 
st resses and strains duc to thermal expansion arc 
sclf-ea nceli ng Hnd that the entire cage ca n be inserted 
into an oil bath to insure homogeneous and llccUrate 
temperature control. 

RESULTS 

A "normal" springback was observed when the 
strips .... 'Cre cold bent and then immediately released 
from the dies: a springback. for example. from a 
40 mm radius of curvature to a 55 mm radius of 
curvature. T he "reverse spri ngback" phenomenon 
was observed in three major variations, mea ning that 
three q uite disti nct treatments were found to produce 
the effect: cold deformation and con$trained aus
tenilAltion. hot deformation and constrained cooling. 
and constrained ageing. They will be described ~pa
rately and in this order. 

CoM de/orm(//ioll alld constrained (Ju,Jteni:atioll 

Figure 2 demonstrates the reverse springback 10 

the form in which it was first discovered. The origi 
nally Hat strip was bent at room temperuture to an 
inside radius of 40 10m (corresponding to an inside 
radius struin of 3.03%). After deformation , the dies 
and specimens were placed in a molten salt buth at 
2S0~C for a few minutes (until the temperuturc 
equilibrated) and then cooled again to room tem
perature (usually by quenching. but the effect was 
found to be independent of cooling rate). The dies 
were then opened. the specimen removed. and its 
curvature measured by comparing with templets of 
various radii. Of the more than 30 specimens de
formed and measured in this rushion, all showed 
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Fig, 2. The rever~e sprinllbllek as it was originally observed: 
the ori8ilml flul slrip is shown in (a) jusl prior 10 bending 
and constraint. (b) shows the same strip constrained 10 a 
40mm in~ide radius of curvnture. nnd (e) shows the strip 

shape nfler cooling from 300 C and releasing. 

smaller radii of curvature after release than that 
imposed during the original defomation. In thc 
example shown in Fig. 2. the reverse springback was 
from an original radius of 40 mm. to a radius of 
37 mm: all teslS, in f:lcl. carried out in such a manner 
resulted in the same degree or springback (to within 
our abil ilies to measure radii changes). Based on Ihe 
stmins on Ihe inside specimen radi i. Ihis correlates to 
a springback from 3.03 10 3.28"1.. or a strain 
difference of 0.25%. Though the effect is small, il is 
qui le unmist:lkeable in its direction, and very re
producible. 

1101 r/ejoml(llitm uml cOII.flr(Jill('d cooling 

A slill more direct manifestation of Ihe effcct can 
be observed hy hOI derorming. In this case, the 
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Fig. 3. The curvature of Cu- AI- Ni Strips ancr heal ing to 
250"C, deforming. and then ageing for various times while 
constraining to eo. The closed symbols corrcspond to speci· 
mens which were hot released and then coolcd. and the open 

symbols arc measurements after constrained cooling. 

specimens were gently pinched between the dies
with a force insufficient to cause deformation-and 
then inserted into a salt bath a 250°C. When the strip 
and dies were equilibrated to 250"C. the dies were 
lighlly closed and Ihe specimen derormed. Immedi
ately following defomation, the dies and specimens 
were wilhdrawn, cooled to room temperatue and 
measured. The radii of several strips were measured 
in this manner, and the springbaek results were 
identical 10 those presented above: a reverse spring
back of roughly 0.25%. 

Before proceeding 10 the last and most dramatic 
variat ion of reverse springback. it ;s appropriate to 
shortly discuss how variations in the above trealment 
parameters innuence the effttt. The radius to which 
thc strip is originally bent seems to be irrelevant to 
thc effect. Any bending strai n leavi ng a measurable 
permanent strain wi thout excessively cracking the 
specimen was found to produce the effect, and the 
magnitude of the effect appears to be constant. The 
temperature of the austenization or hot pressi ng is 
also largely irrelevant as long as the temperatu re was 
above 2()()OC. Temperatures above 400"C were not 
tested. The time at temperature was also found to be 
independent of the effect. Holding times as short as 
10 s, and as long as S()()() min were tested both at 250° 
and 300°C with no variation in the observed spring. 
back (see open symbols in Fig. 3). The implication is 
thai the only critical operalion is Ihe action or cooling 
through M , and 111, while constrained: how a speci
men arrives in the auslenilic state. how long il is kept 
there. and where in Ihe auslenitic phase field Ihe 
specimen is held, all seem to be irrelevant. 

COl/strained ageitlg 

In apparent conlradiclion 10 the above concluding 
comment. the last and mosl dramalic example of the 
reverse springback phenomenon occurs when the 
alloy is hot deformed (or cold defomed and aus
tenitized). aged while constrained in the deformed 
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Fig. 4. The most dramatic example of reverse springback, 
shown after a Hat strip was bent 10 a )S mm inside radius 
of curvature, aged for 1000 min at 300' while constrained 10 
this shape. relea~d while hot. and Ihen cooled slowly 10 

room lemperatUI"l!. 

geometry, and then released from the dies while still 
hot. The strip ini tially straightens when released, but 
during subsequent cooling adopts a curvature no
table sharper than the original bend. This is 
exemplified in Fig. 4. In this case, an initially fla t strip 
was heated to 250~C and bent to a curvature of 
]S mm (3.45% deformation): the strip and dies were 
kept closed for 1000 min and then opened while still 
at 250·C. The strip curvature measured immediately 
after opening the dies (still at 250°C) was measured 
approximately as 60 mm (2.04%). After cooling to 
room temperature, the strip curvature was again 
measured, and found to be 28.5 mm (4.23%). Thus 
the strain at the inside radius of the released strip was 
0.78% greater than that of the origi nal deformation. 
Figure 3 compares the fina l strip curvature with that 
of the deformation di~. Contrary to thc first two 
variations, constrained ageing is dist inct ly an iso
thermal process. meaning that the effect is strongly 
dependent upon ageing ti me (see solid symbols in 
Fig. 3), and temperature. 

Force ·temperature measuremenlS 

The existence of reverse springbaek implies that at 
some point during the cooling process, the zero-stress 
shape of the strips must have been exactly that of the 
die-passing from a lesser curvature in the austenitic 
phase field to a greater curvature in the martensitic 
regime. In order to identify this temperature, strips 
were cold deformed to a 60 mm radi us using the 
compression cage described above, then slowly 
heated to 250"C (in a heated oil bath) while moni
toring the load necessary to constrain the specimen to 
this curvature radius. After reaching 2SQoC, the oil 
bath was slowly cooled-again while monitoring 
load. It should be noted that the load trai n was rather 
long, and that there was quite a bit of elas tic strain 
stored in it. Thus even though the element may 
inflect, o ne should not realistically expect to observe 
a zero load during the element inflection si nce elastic 
compressive stresses wi ll always be preseut in the lo:td 
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Fig. S. Force required to constrain an ini tially flat element 
10 a 60mm radius of curvature shown as a function of 

temperature (heating and cooling). 

train. Moreover, as a result of this large system 
elasticity, one should not expect quantitatively mean
ingful force values. One should nevertheless expect to 
observe an inflection in the load· temperature curve, 
and the temperatu~ of the inflection should be 
meaningful. 

Four experiments .... 'Cre conducted in the abo\'C 
manner with remarkably similar results; only the 
temperat ures at which the various events and 
inflections occurred were slightly different. The result 
of one such experiment is shown in Fig. S. Upon 
heating, an initial decrease in the load required to 
constrain the specimen shape was observed, wilh the 
minimum load occurring at the measured A, tern· 
perature (95 ~C). During continued heating, the fo rce 
increased rather sharply. and then leveled off, pre· 
sumably delineati ng the completion of the 
martensite-to-austeni te tr.lIlsformation. During the 
cooling cycle. a small increase in load was first 
observed, fo llowed by ,\ rather steep decrease. The 
origins of the ini tia l increase arc not clear. although 
all tes ts e.~hibitcd this increasc. The decline in con
straining force at 125-- 150 C presumubly corre· 
sponds to the alloys's M~ temperature (the tern· 
perature on cooling at which it becomes possible to 
st ress induce the martensitic transformation). During 

Fig. 6. Rc\·crse springback after bending between un
m.uched dic<;---in e:;sem:c. three-point bending. 
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further cooling. an upward inflection in the con· 
straining force was observed. This, presumably, was 
a result of the geometrical inflection of the element. 
The same force infl«:tion was observed in all four 
specimens, but at slightly differenltemperature$. Fol· 
lowing the infl«:tion and second force maximum, a 
second decrease in force was observed, indicating 
cOnlinued Stress relaxation. Although continued re
laxation is not unexpected . the inflection st ress should 
be the mi nimum. and it apparently is not. The reason 
for this is not clear. but one explanation would be the 
zero-stress shape is nOI achieved at exactly the same 
temperature along the length of Ihe element, and a 
Irue zero·stress shape never achieved. After cooling 
to room temperature, the specimens were unloaded, 
removed, and confirmed to have undergone a nega
tive springback: fro m 60 mm to approximately 
53 mm (0.29%). 

DISCUSSION 

By employing a bending mode of deformation and 
by bending belween circular forms, nearly all spring
back artifacts are avoided: thermal expansion and 
conlraction can be ignored, volumetric effects of 
possible phase transformations can be ignored, and 
all the possible complications of three- and four-point 
bending are avoided. Thus the e!feel is undoubtedly 
real, and obviously related to Ihe Ihermoelastic 
nature of the material. Furthermore, the effect does 
not necessitate any isothermal transformation, as 
evidenced by the fact that the first two variations 
presented above are time. and 10 a large extenl, 
temperature independent. (The third variation was 
shown to have isothermal characteristics.) For the 
same reasons. it is evident that the eff«:t in the first 
twO cases does not simply consist of a Stress relax
ation to the die shape, followed by a reverse, or 
two-way, shape memory effect: a stress relaxation 
phenomenon would be time and temperature de
pendent. Moreover, according 10 current mechanistic 
understanding. the two-way effect develops from the 
residual stresses present after deformation [5.6], and 
these st resses could never encou rage movement be
yond the original deformation. This final argument 
against attributing the effect to a conventional two
way memory movement applies in the third, iso
thermal variation as well. 

We will now present a viable proposal for the 
m«:hanism of reverse springback as it pertains to the 
firs t two variations. It may appear, at firsl, that the 
proposals even conlradict Ihe observation of the third 
varialion, but as will be discussed laler. the mech
anism aCling in the third variation is very likely 
idenlical to the firs t two-only somewhat better 
camouflaged . 

Confining ourselves then to the first two variations. 
the action critical to Obtaining the effect is evidently 
the constrained transformation to martensite during 
constrained cooling. In both variations. the elements 

are constrained in their deformed geometries while in 
the auslenitic stale. and then cooled. As the elements 
are cooled below MI' only certain variants of mar
tensite begin to form- those which accommodate 
the constrained shape and relieve the external stress 
(Fig. 5). The conSlraine<i geomelry is apparently fully 
assumed before the M/ is reached. this means that the 
bending stresses on the elements can be fu lly relieved 
without fully transforming the austenitic matrix. 
(This assumption is. incidently, supported by the 
observation of perfect one-way shape memory effects 
at far higher strain levels.) So at the point ofcomplete 
relaxation. the structure must consist of favorably 
oriented martensite plates in an austenitic matrix. 

As cooling continues towards MI, the trans· 
formation continues, but. in the absence of any direc
tion from external stresses; so in principle, the new 
martensite plates should be randomly oriented, pro
ducing no further strains or stresses. The observation 
of a reverse springback, however, indicates that the 
transformation continues preferentia lly, transform
ing with the same directionality developed earlier. 
The reason fo r this continued transformation biasing 
is most likely that the austenite-to-martensite trans
formation proceeds more readily by growing Ihe 
plates thai already exist than by nucleating new 
plates, and Ihe extant plates have already developed 
a distinct orientation. Alternalively, one could argue 
that the biasing is a result of an autocatalytic nucle
ation process, in which orientation of subsequent 
nucleation events are infl uenced by the strain fields of 
the plates already presen\. No mailer which influence 
is dominant. il is clear that I"~ trans/ormation, once 
started in a biased mOllner. proc~eds in a biased manner 
CV("II after thl' drillillX /orCt! is rl'moved; the trans
formation devclops a directional momentum, over
Shooting the original .tero-stress level and actually 
generates a stress of its own. The new stress, opposite 
to the origi nal in sense. then begins to influence the 
transformation by encouraging the fo rmation of ma r
tensite van.mts, opposite in orientation to the orig
inal. Thus the magnitude of the reverse springback is 
limi ted when deformi ng between closed dies. 

The above proposal explai ns all observations re
garding the first two varia tions presented above: the 
temperature independence. the time invariance, and 
the strain invariance. Moreover, the model is in 
qualitat ive agreement with the force measurements of 
Fig. 5. Stress relaxalion begins during cooling at 
150~C , which would seem 10 be a reasonable MI 
value. The inflect ion occurs at 70"C, just as the M/ 
temperature is reached. As further verificalion, an 
elemenl was hot deformed between a convex die of 
radius 27 mm. and a concave die of radius 42.5 mm, 
the objective being to restrai n movement only in one 
direction and providing free space in which to 
"spnngback"10 higher deformations. Since the bend· 
ing was. in essence. a three-point bending, the strip 
was deformed irregularly along its length, i.e. there 
was no well defined curvature. Nevertheless, a sub-
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stantial re\'e~ springback was observed after cooling 
to room temperature. and allhough not quantifiable, 
the springback was qualitatively larger than the fully 
constrained case (see Fig. 6)--especially when one 
considers that the deformation and springback are 
very localized, and prod uced by a relatively small 
part of the specimen . 

The third and most dramatic va riation of reverse 
spn ngback. constrained agei ng and hot release, can 
be explained by folding the above arguments together 
with thc existence of a bainitic transformation. The 
presencc of stress assisted bainitie types of trans
fonna tions in thennoclastic systems has now been 
demonstrated in at leastthrtt dilTerent al10y systems: 
Cu- Zn- AI11, 8J. Ti- IOV- 2Fe-3A I19J, and most im
portant ly. in Cu- AI- Ni II]. Moreover, strips of 
Cu- AI-Ni have been aged while constrained in a bent 
geomctry. and bainite has been observed to precip
IIClte preferentially at the two surfaces (where the 
stresses were highest). The effect of the bainite trans
fo rmation has been shown to be to relax the stresses 
preferentially at the surfaces. In Ref. {I}. it was shown 
that this preferential stress relaxation creates a stress 
imoo.lance which can be used to induce a two-way. or 
reverse. memory effect. 

In our case. when the strip is released the austenitic 
center exerts a stress lending to straighten the strip, 
but is countered by the strip surfaces, which have 
permanently assumed the constrained gcometry. 
Clearly the longer the strip is aged undcr constraint, 
the more dominant is the innuence of the bainite 
relaxation: thus the Strip assumes the constrained 
geometry. More to the point. the ixlini tic l aye~ apply 
a constraining force on the untransfonned austeni te 
center just as if the external constraint were stililhere 
(though dea rly the constraint is not as rigid). Even 
though the external constraint is removed , the mar
tensite transformation is begun in a biased manner, 
just ;IS in the fi~t two variations, and again the 
transformation continues beyond the original defor
mation strain . Further. as in the example of Fig. 6, 
Ihe transformation is permitted to ove~hoot the 
origina l deformation strain by a much larger amount, 
since the clement is externally free. 

Finally. it would be remiss not to poi nt out that the 
thi rd variation can be explained by another. similar 
mechanism. The bainitic structure of the II -brass 
altoys has been shown to be q uite si milar to the 
m:trtensite structure. both being based on stacki ngs 
of ( 1 I 0)/1 planes [1J. It may be that the martensite 
transformation is influenced by the extant bainite at 
the st rip surfaces. and as the bainite develops with a 
distinct accommodati ng orientation. so does the mar
tensite. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Evidence has bttn presenled establishing the exist
ence of a reverse springback effect. Although the 
alloy in which the effect was found was a shape 
memory alloy, the effect was qui te clearly not Simply 
a reverse. or two-way effect. Instead. the observation 
was attributed to the tendency of the thermoelnstic 
tnmsformation to contin ue in a di rectionally biased 
manner even after the stress originally responsible for 
the biasi ng is completely removed-in essence. a 
transformational momentum . In principle. the effect 
could be fo und in any thermoelastic system. de
pending upon the balance of nudeation and growth 
kinetics of the particular system: the effect should be 
found in Ca5CS where the nudeation of new martensi te 
plates is relatively di fficult. 
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